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In today's extremely changing food industry, customers demand quality, seasonal, 
"newer" products every day, at reasonable prices, with high availability and that comply 
with all sanitary standards. In order to satisfy all these demands we must use the best 
technology to process them, keep them fresh, tasty and healthy, even if they have been 
frozen. 

Keeping all the organoleptic properties intact in a thawed product was up to this 
moment something unthinkable to achieve, because even with the best current freezing 
(cryogenic) methods, color changes occur and exudates and liquids appear when 
thawing, causing obvious alterations of the original product due to the damages caused 
by the size of the crystals formed and by the cell destruction during freezing.

PROTON ® FREEZER belongs to a new generation of 
freezers, which unlike other systems that also use 

magnetic fields (CAS), its use is widespread in Japan 
for its proven effectiveness for the realization of a 
perfect freezing, when the differences between 

products disappear defrosted and fresh product and 
giving rise to a new category: 

“the fresh product in frozen”. 

PROTON ® FREEZER technology is used in many 
different types of industries and sectors, not only in 

Japan, but in many Asian countries. 

It is, in short, the most perfect form of freezing that 
exists today. 

 THE NEW GENERATION OF FREEZERS: PROTON ®



When a food is frozen, there are three stages in the process: 

1. The temperature is reduced to the freezing point; 
2. The water in the food becomes ice (this phase is also called latent heat); 
3. The temperature is further reduced to the final freezing point (usually -18 ° C) 

A slow freeze damages food and cells.

1. The free water that 
surrounds the cells of the 
food is the first that 
crystallizes in the 
methods of slow freezing.

2. As soon as the water 
balance is destroyed, the 
water inside the food 
cells starts to come out 
of them, destroying the 
cell wall. The longer the 
freezing time, the greater 
the destruction of the 
cells.

3. Finally, the ice crystals 
become so large that the 
cells break completely, 
causing - among other 
drawbacks - a high degree 
of water loss when the 
product thaws or overheats.

Currently, there are 3 types of freezers: 
1. Mechanics; 
2. Cryogenic; 
3. By air jet. 
4.

These 3 systems, affect: 
• the freezing speed and 
• the elimination of latent heat,  

through different strategies: 
- reduction of the temperature of the cooling medium; 
- improvement in the coefficient of heat transfer at the 

surface; 
- reduction of the size of the products to be frozen. 

In Japan they have found that it is no longer enough to use a quick freeze such as nitrogen. 
The determining factor in the organoleptic quality of the frozen product is the size of the crystals: 

➡ With none of the current types of freezers can influence or alter the most important factor: 
control over the size of ice crystals formed. 

➡ The ice crystals that form during the freezing process, especially if they are large, severely 
damage the frozen raw material. 

The only proven and effective way to maximize its minimization is through the new generation of 
freezers: PROTON ® FREEZER technology.

Graph of stages of 
freezing

 FREEZING

 THE NEW GENERATION IN THE FREEZE

THE CURRENT FREEZE



1- SIZE OF THE CRYSTALS DUE TO HEAT EXTRACTION SPEED 

2- CELLULAR DESTRUCTION 

3- FREEZING OUTER LAYER  

4- ELIMINATION OF OXYGEN 

 PROBLEMS WITH CURRENT FREEZING (NITROGEN)

The freezing process must be carried out as quickly as possible. 
The expansion of the volume of the ice crystals occurs when a slow freezing is carried out, that is to 
say, when the passage time for the formation of the ice crystal is long.

The products to be frozen contain a large amount of moisture that includes binding water restricted to 
particles, such as proteins and free water that move inside the product to be frozen. 
At the time of freezing, the free water freezes producing ice crystals that grow, increasing their volume 
and destroying the structure of the cells contained in the product. 
For this reason, at the time of thawing drip losses are produced due to the destruction of the cellular 
structure, being impossible to restore the same state as in fresh.

With the current freezing methods, the oxygen existing around the periphery of the product to be 
frozen cannot be completely eliminated, and especially in the case of perishable foods such as 
meat and fish, since there is a problem that the hemoglobin and myoglobin contained in its 
component Blood levels are converted by freezing to methaemoglobin and methamyoglobin, 
which means that their color, once thawed, differs from that of the fresh product.

Cryogenic (nitrogen) methods tend to initially freeze the surface layer. 
Subsequently, the cooling rate of the interior of the product is controlled according to the heat transfer 
from the surface, but this is inhibited and a delay occurs due to the presence of that frozen layer 
crystallized with ice in the surface layer. 
Due to this reason, the problem of expanding the volume of the ice crystals inside the frozen product 
can not be avoided. 



5- LOSS OF MOISTURE / CONTENT IN HUMIDITY 

All freezing methods cause some degree of moisture loss, during the same freezing process (weight loss by 
evaporation) and / or during thawing (drip loss). 

Drip loss occurs during the thawing of a food 
product if it has suffered cellular damage caused 
by the formation of large ice crystals. 
This loss of moisture: 
• It affects the color, flavor and nutritional 

quality of the thawed product since the lost 
moisture contains nutrients and pigments. 

• Structural damage can also cause a 
degradation of texture or a reduction in 
firmness. 

Weight loss by evaporation: 
• reduces the weight, and therefore the value of 

the product, 
• reduces the thermal conductivity of the surface 

layer and therefore prolongs the cooking time. 
At the same time, surface dehydration influences 
the texture, color and cooking time of the product. 

In most applications, the best way to reduce the 
loss by evaporation is to reduce the temperature 
as quickly as possible. A rapid reduction in 
temperature reduces the vapor pressure of the 
free water from the food surface and therefore 
reduces dehydration.

6-COLOR LOSS 
Freezing affects the color of thawed foods in two ways: 

• The first, through the loss of pigments due to leakage, as already explained. 
• The second is that as ice crystals form during freezing, a concentration of solutes occurs in the 

remaining fraction without freezing. This increase in concentration accelerates processes such as 
oxidation and enzymatic darkening. 

The longer the product remains at a temperature close to the freezing plateau (ie, the slower the freezing 
process), the greater the effects. 

Hence the importance of a rapid freezing rate: 
➡ Reduces both drip loss and pigment drainage 
➡ Minimizes the darkening of the meat of the product. 

7- FREEZING OF ALL TYPES OF PRODUCTS AND DELICATE PRODUCTS 
Suitable and specific freezers should be used to handle fragile or delicate products and products, a priori, 
difficult to freeze, such as rice and some types of soft fruit. 

Through the advances achieved with the PROTON ® magnetic freezing technology 
All these problems have been solved.



1.Damage to muscle structure 
2. Moisture loss 

3. Microbial development 
4. Changes in texture 

5.Changes in taste and color 
6. Changes in nutritional value

 FREEZER EFFECTS


1.Damage to muscle structure

• Cell separation: the water that is 

outside the fibers freezes before the 
inside, generating an osmotic force that 
causes liquid to flow from the inside to 

the outside. 
• Damage to membranes and proteins, 

by the ice crystals formed. 
• Protein denaturation due to changes 

in the non-frozen aqueous matrix: in 
osmotic pressure, pH, ionic strength, etc.

3. Microbial development

• Much of the flora is sub-lethally 

damaged. 
• Thawed meat is more susceptible to 
microbial growth and alteration, so it 
usually has more contamination than 

fresh meat 
(at the same storage time). 

Microbial development stops at -12 ° C 
(for certain more resistant fungi)

2. Moisture losses

• Decrease juiciness and make meat 

harder. 
• Altered appearance, taste and texture 

when freezing burns occur 
• Economic losses due to weight loss. 

4. Changes in texture

• Less juiciness and 

• More hardness. 
Associated with changes in muscle 

protein: 
• Shortening by rigor 

• Protein Denaturation 
• Increase in cross-links between 

proteins (due to denaturation 
phenomena and the presence of 

oxidation products that serve as a bridge 
between functional groups of amino 

acids).

6. Changes in nutritional value

• Losses of water-soluble 
nutrients due to exudate 

(without a significant impact on 
the nutritional value). 

• If there is oxidation there is 
also loss of nutrients 

susceptible to oxidation 
reactions.

5.Changes in taste and color

• Decreased flavor intensity due to loss of flavor 

precursors and aromas in exudates. 
• Possible collection of aromas from outside during 

freezing, storage and defrosting. 
• Oxidative thickening of fats and discoloration of 

pigment during storage. Its degree depends on all those 
factors (intrinsic and extrinsic) that affect it. 

At temperatures between -30 and -40 ° C, oxidation 
reactions practically stop.



The foundation of our technology is based on the arrangement of the water molecules that are formed 
in the freezing process. 
The determining factor in the organoleptic quality of the frozen product is the size of the crystals. 

Through PROTON ® FREEZER technology, the product freezes while a static magnetic field and an 
electric wave are radiated in a predetermined direction. 
When freezing, the water molecules are arranged in a constant direction and are ordered uniformly at 
predetermined intervals due to the unidirectional and uniform static magnetic field. 
These molecules, which have a constant fluctuation thanks to the electric wave, are arranged in almost 
constant conditions making the crystallization happen uniformly (inside and outside) throughout the 
product, aligning the water molecules keeping their linear structure and avoiding expansion of the 
volume of ice crystals, inhibiting both the change in moisture volume and the destruction of the cells 
that contain that moisture at the time of thawing due to drip losses. 

It is, in short, the most perfect form of freezing that exists today. 

• MAGNETIC FIELD 
• ELECTRIC WAVES 
• COLD AIR

PROTON ® FREEZER technology is based on a combination of: 

 TECHNICAL FOUNDATIONS OF PROTON ® TECHNOLOGY




 TECHNICAL FOUNDATIONS OF PROTON ® TECHNOLOGY






 CHALLENGE TO HIGH-QUALITY & QUALITY RETENTION BY THE PROTON ® TECHNOLOGY 




 COMPARATIVE OF THE DIFFERENT FREEZING METHODS

PATENTING WORLDWIDE
The  PROTON ® FREEZER  system is patented worldwide.



The product frozen by PROTON ® FREEZER technology and once defrosted, keeps the water molecule in 
the same state as before being frozen, so the freshness, flavor, aroma and original texture of the food is 
maintained. 

With PROTON ® FREEZER a new generation of freezers has been born.

COMPARATIVE OF THE MOLECULAR CRYSTALLINE STRUCTURE
The particles of water molecules frozen with PROTON ® FREEZER are considerably smaller than those 
resulting from normal freezing and rapid freezing with nitrogen. 
(Sample facilitated by Dr. Mizuno, professor at the University of Hokkaido, Dep. Of Nuclear Chemistry). 



With PROTON ® FREEZER equipment from INNOVAFISH, you can freeze any type of raw material:

Rice is a product that loses a lot of quality if it is frozen. Currently, 
PROTON ® FREEZER is the only correct way to freeze rice, 

and therefore, to freeze sushi. 
In Japan it is usually used to make sushi in restaurants and 

catering.

UNIQUE SYSTEM TO FREEZE SUSHI

      FISH		 	                  SEAFOOD  	 	 	              MEAT 	

     PASTRY                  DAIRY PRODUCTS          IV RANGE 	

SEASONAL PRODUCTOS               HIGH VALUE PRODUCTS	

VEGETABLES                 FRUITS                            BAKERY	 	

 FROZEN PRODUCTS




 FROZEN PRODUCTS




 FROZEN PRODUCTS




 FROZEN PRODUCTS




 FROZEN PRODUCTS




 FROZEN PRODUCTS




 ADVANTAGES OF PROTON ® MAGNETIC FREEZING


MEAT

RICE



 ADVANTAGES OF PROTON ® MAGNETIC FREEZING


FISH

DAIRY



AND THE MOST IMPORTANT:

INCLUDE IN YOUR PRODUCTS a seal that specifies the 
technology used to freeze your products. 

At first sight, it will give its products a distinction and a 
differentiation from the rest of the products, moving 
them away from the products of the competition and 

allowing them to reach new market segments. 

Buyers will immediately perceive this difference and will 
associate their company as a leader in innovation and in 
the use of successful technologies from the traditionally 

more technologically advanced country: Japan. 

In short, they will perceive a unique product, that when 
tasting it, will confirm the idea of quality that we want to 

contribute to it. 

You can find in us and in our manufacturer, all the help 
for the development of promotional marketing of this 

technology.

 DIFFERENTIATE COMPETITION



The basis of the freezing by CAS, manufactured by ABI, is based on the generation of a low frequency 
vibration in the water molecules that make up the food. CAS works on the simple principle that water 
molecules cannot be added if they are in continuous motion during the freezing process, using rotating 
electric fields to rotate the water molecules. 
PROTON ® FREEZER has perfected the use of magnetic fields, using magnetic force to order water 
particles by minimizing the ice crystals produced in the cells when they freeze, leaving far behind the 
simple vibration of CAS. 

Thanks to the PROTON ® FREEZER magnetic 
freezing technology, the differences between 

defrosted product and fresh product 
disappear, giving rise to a new category: 
        "The fresh product in frozen"

 DIFFERENCES BETWEEN PROTON ® AND "CAS" 

 PROTON ® FREEZER represents the definitive advance in the 
field of magnetic freezing initiated with CAS

According to Laura Otero, CSIC scientist, in her study "Effects of magnetic fields in freezing: application to 
biological products" the low resistance of magnetic fields applied in ABI freezers (generally lower than 1 
mT) cast doubt on the effects that these extremely weak magnetic fields may have on the supercooling, 
the freezing kinetics and / or the quality of the food products thus frozen. 



 JAPANESE COMPANIES THAT USE PROTON ®



 JAPANESE COMPANIES THAT USE PROTON ®



  JAPANESE COMPANIES THAT USE PROTON ®



  JAPANESE COMPANIES THAT SELL PROTON ® PRODUCTS



Both in Japan and recently in China, Malaysia and Korea are developing restaurants where they have no 
kitchen, They are called "PROTON DINING" (www.proton-dining.com). 

In these restaurants it is only regenerated, thawing and plating previously cooked and magnetically frozen 
dishes in a central kitchen, which offers them wide margins of maneuver due to the reduction of investments 
(saving investment in kitchen) and the costs of processing and personnel of kitchen.

 RESTAURANTS WITHOUT KITCHEN "PROTON DINING"

COOKED DISHES



 RESTAURANTS WITHOUT KITCHEN "PROTON DINING"

COOKED DISHES



 "PROTON DINING" COOKED DISHES



 FROZEN DISTRIBUTION CHAIN
PROTON technology has been present in the Japanese market for many years. 
One of the most important applications made with PROTON technology was its implantation in some of the 
most important chains of distribution of frozen products at a national level. 
It is currently present throughout Japan. 



 HABITS OF CONSUMPTION (80% OF THE POPULATION)

BUY  
FRESH

FREEZING 
AT HOME

BAD 
FREEZING

FRESH 
PRODUCT IN 

FROZEN
PERFECT 
FREEZER

PROTON ®

MAGNETIC FREEZER

Through the PROTON ® magnetic freezing technology the differences between thawed product and fresh 
product disappear, giving rise to a new category: "the fresh product in frozen".

ADVANTAGE 

INNOVATIVE SERVICE: 
FREEZING AT THE POINT OF SALE

      SERVICE 
• EXCLUSIVE: Sale of fresh product already frozen 
• DIFFERENTIATOR: Service that differentiates you from the competition 

PRODUCT 
• AVOID BAD FREEZING at home 
• MAINTAINS ORGANOLÉPTIC ORIGINAL QUALITIES 
• Free of ANISAKIS (fish) 
• Power SALE of FRESH PRODUCT 
• FREEZE ALL TYPES OF PRODUCTS (fish, seafood, meats, vegetables, pastries, sushi, 

etc.) 
OTHERS 

• MUSHROOM USE 
• INCREASE OF PROFITABILITY

PRODUCT 
DEFICIENT

 USE OF PROTON ® AT THE POINT OF SALE



•RESTAURANTS: High-end or with Michelin stars and Japanese restaurants where they must freeze 
food to eliminate the anisakis and 

•QUICK FOOD: To defrost and consume (see "RESTAURANTS WITHOUT KITCHEN") 
•PRODUCERS: Of high value products and seasonal products 
•FISH AUCTION: To take advantage of the freshness of freshly landed fish 
•FISH AND SEAFOOD COMPANIES 
•SUSHI PRODUCERS: The only correct way to freeze rice 
•FOOD PROCESSORS: Improve the quality and management of your products and stocks 
•MEAT 
•VEGETABLES 
•FRUITS 
•PRODUCTS WITH DAIRY PRODUCTS AND EGGS 
•BREADING 
•PASTRY SHOP 
•ICE MANUFACTURERS 
•Etc.

In Japan, magnetic freezing technology is widely recognized for its advantages and for the quality of the 
frozen products. 
There are multiple applications in different types of industries, there are even mobile freezing equipment in 
the form of a freezer truck, which travel to the places of origin of the raw materials to carry out an on-site 
freeze with this technology,

USE OF PROTON ® MOBILE

 POTENTIAL CUSTOMERS (FOOD SECTOR)

PROTON ® FREEZER equipment from INNOVAFISH is indicated to a large number of potential customers 
in the food sector:



In Japan, magnetic freezing technology has been used in multiple investigations in medicine and pharmacy, 
especially in the field of cryopreservation. 
Several investigations have been carried out, both with human and animal materials, related to the following 
medical fields of freezing: 

 MEDICAL SECTOR CUSTOMERS

• CELLS 
• EMBRYOS AND PRE-EMBRYOS 
• FIBERS AND FABRICS 
• SEMEN 
• BONES 
• TEETH 
• Etc.



SPECIAL RESTAURANTS

PF-15 
15 KG/HOUR

HIGH CAPACITY

PF-30 
30 KG/HOUR

PF-60 
60 KG/HOUR

PF-150 
150 KG/HOUR

INDUSTRIAL

TU-300 
300 KG/HOUR

PROTON ® RANGE 

RE-BORN 



REBORN RANGE
The REBORN range allows the application of magnetic freezing technology in existing freezing chambers, 

from the simple installation of a REBORN unit inside a normal freezing chamber.  
They exist for two freezing capacities: 

40 kg. (10 trays of 600x600)  
60 kg. (15 600x600 trays) 

For the installation of the REBORN unit, it is necessary to raise the inside temperature of the freezing 
chamber to a minimum temperature of -35 ° C. 

TAKE 
ADVANTAGE 

OF YOUR 
CURRENT 



PF-15

DELICATE FREEZING & 
NOT AGGRESSIVE 
AS THE NITROGEN

ARRANGE A VISIT 
to know PROTON TECH  
proton@innovafish.com 

Tel. +34 627 925 103

FREEZE 
ALL CLASS 

FOOD 
FISH, MEAT, VEGETABLES, BREAD, 
PASTRY, DAIRY, COOKED DISHES

Keep all the original 
ORGANOLEPTIC 

QUALITIES

TASTE, COLOR, TEXTURE

15

KG/HOUR

KEEP THE  
CELL STRUCTURE 
NO DAMAGE 

NO BREAK CELL

GREATER SPEED AND 
BEST QUALITY 

THAT THE BLAST CHILLER

ELIMINATES BACTERIA, 
MICROORGANISMS, 

PATHOGENS &
ANISAKIS

LAST 
GENERATION  
OF FREEZERS 
IN JAPAN

www.proton-europe.com

NO DRIP (LIQUIDS)
& WITHOUT CHANGES 

TO DEFROST
COLOR, TEXTURE, FLAVOR

CONTROL 
THE CREATION  

& SIZE OF 
WATER CRYSTALS 

THANKS TO THE  
ELECTRO 

MAGNETICS 
FIELDS 

LOW DEHYDRATION
HIGHER PERFORMANCE

KEEP INTACT 
NUTRITIONAL VALUES

IT ALLOWS 
DEFROST 

& FREEZE AGAIN

UNIFORM FREEZING 
INTERIOR AND EXTERIOR

500

KG/HOUR

ONLY 
TECHNOLOGY 

VALID FOR 
FREEZE 

SUSHI

DEALER IN 
EXCLUSIVE 

OUTSIDE ASIAPROTON MAGNETIC FREEZING

RESTAURANTS WITHOUT KITCHEN

RECOMMENDED BY THE MINISTRY OF INDUSTRY OF JAPAN

We make future fresh

MOBILE FREEZING

http://www.proton-europe.com
http://www.proton-europe.com


FUSION ® 

DESFROSTING

As important as freezing is defrosting. To perform a perfect defrost, we have developed the FUSION range. 
The FUSION DEFROSTER defroster defrosts frozen food using the condensed latent heat of 539 Kcal / kg. 

This latent heat is generated when steam is sprayed on its surface from -20 ° C to 0 ° C to transform it into 
drops of water. 

By using the large energy of latent heat, faster defrosting occurs with adequate humidity, and more 
efficient, with better performance and of the highest quality, preventing loss 

of color and flavor. 

The FUSION range includes both defrosters designed for catering and industrial. 



THE PROTON & FUSION CYCLE: FREEZING + DEFROSTING

FRESH PRODUCT IN FROZEN 

DEFROSTING 
FUSION

FREEZING 
MAGNETIC 
PROTON

FRESH RAW 
MATERIALS



For your complete peace of mind, we have a specialized technical service in Spain and Japan for the 
maintenance and repair of PROTON® freezers distributed by INNOVAFISH. 

In Spain, PROTON® OFFICIAL TECHNICAL SERVICES is provided by MULTISERVICIOS ALMAGRO SL with 
headquarters in Jerez de la Frontera (Cádiz) and P.E.C. PROFESSIONAL EQUIPMENT CONSULTING with offices 
Girona and Barcelona, in addition to being PROTON® OFFICIAL DEALERS. 

Our Technical Service is specialized in PROTON® technology and in addition to our own technical personnel, it 
is associated with several Engineering to obtain the best solutions in terms of installation, breakdowns, parts, 
and any problem that may unlikely arise in the life of our machinery. . 

Logically, it is in close connection with our manufacturer in Japan for the resolution of any problem as well as 
for obtaining the best solutions for the implementation of PROTON® technology in your company. 

In its facilities of more than 3,000 m2. We can also perform any freezing test that you need apart from those 
that you can also perform in our Show-Room in the C.I.B. Culinary Institut of Barcelona. 

Our freezer deliveries include: 
Freezer assembly and assembly 
Test operations test 
Final connection and commissioning work. 
Depending on the freezer model, we have the assistance of technicians from Japan. 
 (Included in the budget). 

We perform (if you wish) an annual maintenance contract that includes an annual review. 

Additionally, our technicians can also carry out the primary construction works: 
for the drain pipe, 
electric, 
of water. 
Also, we can supply the condensing unit (BITZER brand) suitable for each freezer model (if the model needs 
it).

 PROTON ® TECHNICAL SERVICE



Company data: 
Japanese name:  LIFOUFREE FREEZE SYSTEMS CO., LTD.  
English name:   RYOHO FREEZE SYSTEMS CO., LTD 
Capital:   43.15 millIon yen 
Corporate purpose:   Design, manufacture and sale of refrigeration equipment (industrial freezers) 
    and defrosting machines) for food 
Locations: 
•Head Office:  6-3-10 Omiya-machi, Nara-shi 630-8115 Edificio de Fujimoto. Nara (Japan) 
•Tokio Branch: 3-3-6-10 Shibaura Minato-ku Tokio 108-0023 Tamachi Sun Heights 703. Tokyo (Japan) 
•Tohoku Sales Office:  N°3, distrito 28-7 de Katagishi-cho. Kamaishi, Prefectura de Iwate (Japan) 

Subsidiaries outside of Japan: 
SINGAPUR:  PROTON DINING CO., LTD. PROTON DINING SINGAPORE PTE.LTD. 
MALASIA:   Anritsh Food Industry Co., Ltd. SHINSEN PD MALASIA SDN.BHD. 
CHINA:   Proton Equipment Manufacturing Co., Ltd. 
   Yongling (Dalian) International Trade Co., Ltd. 

Partners in Asía:  (in alphabetical order, the honorary title is omitted) 
ASO CORPORATION -  ICHIBANYA, ITOHAM CO.LTD. -  ORION BEER CO.LTD. - KEWPIE CORPORATION -  CORP 
FOODS CO.LTD. - COLO WIDE MD CO.LTD. -  SUMITOMO CORPORATION - MASINEX CORPORATION - 
TAKAHASHI CARNE DE GANADO CO.LTD. - TSUKIJI FISH MARKET CORPORATION TOKYO -  SHAKYA CO.LTD., - 
NAKASHOKU CORPORATION - NARA CORP INDUSTRY -  NIPPON HAM CO.LTD. -  HANKYU DELICAAI CO.LTD. - 
HANKYU BAKERY CO.LTD. - HOKUTIN CORPORATION -  ISETAN MITSUKOSHI HOLDINGS CO.LT 

Partners in Europe:  
INNOVAFISH SL. Ribera del Guadiana 1.  21400 Ayamonte (Huelva). SPAIN

 MANUFACTURER INFORMATION

 PRIZES AND PATENTS
There are many awards received in Japan for their contribution to the Japanese economy. 



Exhibitors in the past "FOOMA JAPAN 2019 International Food Industry Exhibition", the most important 
machinery fair in Asia, held recently in Tokyo from 9 to 12.07.2019 where the public could experience the 
power of PROTON ® FREEZER.

soon

PROTON ® FREEZER technology, being an innovation in the Asian continent, is the center of attention of the 
media of several countries, appearing continuously in different TV programs in Asia, mainly in Japanese 
television and also in Korean TV and Vietnam.

 REPORTS ON TV

 “FOOMA JAPAN 2019”



 The new generation of PROTON ® FREEZER

  is the most used freezing technology in Japan


and with further expansion in China and Southeast Asia 
(Singapore, Malaysia, Vietnam, and Korea)

 Millions of people in Asia already rely on this new 
generation of PROTON ® FREEZER



PROTON ® technology is the most cutting-edge technology that currently exists in the field of freezing. Its 
applications are multiple in the food and medicine sectors. 

The CTAEX (EXTREMADURA AGRIBUSINESS TECHNOLOGY CENTER) wants to apply this technology in the 
Projects and Investigations that it will develop with its clients and for this reason, we have signed a 

Collaboration Agreement for the joint development of the PROTON ® technology in different products to be 
investigated. 

 TECHNOLOGICAL AGREEMENT WITH CTAEX




 SHOW ROOM AT THE C.I.B.

• We have signed a collaboration agreement with the CIB CULINARY INSTITUT 
BARCELONA for the use of PROTON technology in its classrooms and as a permanent 
show-room and where we will also develop different activities: 

•
• Use of space for presentations, demonstrations and business sessions 
• CIB as ambassador of our brand 
• Disposition of the machine to freeze at school 
• Space in the store for students and people linked to the CIB (exhibition and sale) 
• Interrelation of both brands in social networks and digital world 
• Development of creativity workshops with PROTON technology 
• Collaboration with scientists and R + D development 
• Organization of events of our brand 
• Special offers of our machines for CIB clients both in the CIBLAB and in OUTCIB 



 YOUTUBE VIDEOS AVAILABLE

PROTON magnetic freezing technology 
 https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLhc3J73BTE24YircK367R6EcpWIt3a-gs 

FROZEN PRODUCTS magnetically with PROTON  
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLhc3J73BTE24YircK367R6EcpWIt3a-gs 

PROTON CAR  
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLhc3J73BTE278rQ6olVoN6SH62_IydoNV 

PROTON DINNER (Restaurant without kitchen)  
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLhc3J73BTE26-TVdPLpQBOAJi4ppyg-7U 

PROTON Reborn model 
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLhc3J73BTE26xpjCKyTHb3nBXta-n4qxk 

PROTON freezing tunnel model 
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLhc3J73BTE27AqrAGATgkIO1q6y8Z0NOI 

FUSION defrost 
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLhc3J73BTE24DAxObuljCw1QCPGXS-Jhe 

In our YOUTUBE channel PROTON EUROPE you can watch several videos of PROTON technology 
subdivided into 7 playlists (click on the link to see them):

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLhc3J73BTE24YircK367R6EcpWIt3a-gs
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLhc3J73BTE24YircK367R6EcpWIt3a-gs
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLhc3J73BTE278rQ6olVoN6SH62_IydoNV
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLhc3J73BTE26-TVdPLpQBOAJi4ppyg-7U
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EXPORT YOUR PRODUCTS TO JAPAN
In other sections of this Dossier you have checked the wide variety of products that are currently 
frozen with PROTON technology. 
Our manufacturer freezes many of them in its facilities in Okinawa. 
These products are present in many outlets throughout Japan, 
from gourmet quality spaces to grocery stores in department stores, through the typical 
"konbinis" (π Ѐ Ϡ Ϙ) or convenience stores open 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. 
Among the most prominent clients are the following: 

In addition, recently, PROTON has signed an agreement with the giant chain DON QUIJOTE HOLDING 
(known as DONKI) with planned sales for this year of 1.37 trillion yen. 

We understand that all frozen products made in Spain or in other countries and frozen with PROTON 
already have quality standards that are high enough to enter this market, and that thanks to the above, 
we are trained to help your products have a direct access to the Japanese market. 
In addition to Japan, our manufacturer is present in China, Malaysia and Singapore, so we can also 
facilitate entry to these markets. 

Express your desire to enter the Japanese market and we will proceed to the study of your frozen product 
with PROTON and the possibilities of introduction depending on the product in question as well as the 
possible changes to be made (labeling, packaging, etc.) so that your product can be sold in Japan. 
This assistance is at zero cost and is included as an additional service in the sale of PROTON technology. 

 

With PROTON, we will not only help you improve the quality of 
your frozen products but also offer you the opportunity to 
export them to Japan or other markets in Southeast Asia. 

  



JAPAN DOES NOT MISUSE. TAKE ADVANTAGE OF VD. ALSO OF ALL THE ADVANTAGES

www.proton-europe.com 
 NARA (JAPAN) - BARCELONA (SPAIN)  

T: +34 627 925 103  
proton@innovafish.com 

http://www.proton-europe.com
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